


EZWAX Concl'BtB Tschnology lncorporat:Bd 

Precautions and Limitations 

TI1is product will freeze during storage. Store at temperatures above 40°F. 

All HV AC ven1illa1ion ducts should be somehow blocked prior 10 application so solvent fumes arc not distributed. 

Do not allow this product 10 be subjected 10 any fo1m of moisture for 18-24 hours after application. 

ii is not recommended 10 apply product over carpel, tile, or other types of floor adhesives. 

This product performs best when applied in very light coats. Do not puddle or apply in thick coats. 

Please be aware that this product when cured may be slippery when wet. 

This product is not resistant 10 brake fluid, gasoline, and many similar products. 

ii is not recommended 10 thin product. Improper thinning may cause sealer 10 delaminate in a short time frame. 

This product may darken the surface of many new and existing concrete slabs. Test prior 10 use. 

TI1is product is ham1ful if swallowed. Abide by recommended safety guidelines. 

TI1is product was designed for interior, foot traffic use only. ii is not recommended for exterior use or vehicle traffic. 

TI1is product should only be diluted for spray buffing only. Do not dilute for normal use. 

This product should only be used as a sacrificial coaling and not used as a scaling compound. 

Application Instructions 

SURFACE PREP: Allow any coatings to fully cure for al least 3-5 days prior to applying wax. Be sure the area of the concrete to be removed is free of trash and debris. 

Protect all other areas. Mask off all adjacent surfaces with painter's tape or plastic duel tape. If spray buffing, use a plastic or coated cardboard as a spray shield. 

MIXING: Stir well before using. Material may separate during long lenn storage. 

COVERAGE RATE: First Coat: 1000 ft' per gallon* Optional Second Coat: 1000 ft' per gallon* 

*Coverage rates may vary depending upon surface porosity, texture, application method and prior scaler application. Excessive build up should be avoided. 

APPLICATION: 

I. Do not apply by pouring directly onto surface. Use a plastic roller pan. Apply by synthetic fiber wax applicator, lambs wool applicator, or clean sponge mop. 

2. Apply al a rate of 1000 square feel per gallon in very thin coals only. Apply in one direction lo a consistent, even, and unifonn finish. If puddling or pinholes appear, work

them out into a thin coal. 

3. Allow to dry 1-3 hours. Repeat process as many times as neccssaiy lo achieve required finish. 

If spray buffing, dilute wax I :2 with water. Apply using a trig mist sprayer over a small area at a lime. Buff that area until the liquid has disappeared and a superior shine is 

left. Continue this same process throughout the whole floor. 

Maintenance coats may be necessary every once in a while as traffic will eventually dull the surface. Simply mop the area clean using a light detergent solution. Allow lo dry 

and then apply a coal of wax to rejuvenate the smooth finish. 

Warning: When applying wax over a newly scaled surface, allow 3-5 days with proper vcntillation prior to wax applicaton. Failure to allow this window could result in 

blushing of the wax. 

PLEASE NOTE: ii is always recommended lo lest the product in a small, inconspicuous area (on the same concrete substrate) for desired rcsulls prior lo application. 

Coverage rates may vary for all coatings and substrates depending on porosity, density, texture etc. DO NOT USE ON BRICK. 

CLEAN-UP: Use soap and wann water. Dispose of containers in accordance with local, slate and federal regulations. 

PRODUCT REMOVAL: Product may be re-coated up lo 100 limes. When product removal is necessary, use a light ammonia and water solution or connnercial wax stripper 

lo strip the waxed area back to the scaled surface. 

SHELF LIFE: Up to one year from manufacture date in its original, unopened container stored at room temperature. 

PACKAGING: Available in I gallon, 

Always read all teclmical information, label and SOS prior lo use. TI1is infonnation can be found onlinc or by calling customer service al the number below. 

Concrete Technology Inc, 18770 133rd Ave. N. Largo, FL 337731 Ph 800-447-6573 I www.designcti.com 
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